Steven LeConte Kelley, FACHE
Summary
Steve reinvented himself through three distinct careers interweaving proven business skills: Information
Technology (IBM, Control Data, and as an entrepreneur); as a research scientist (helped to develop the
RUGS nursing home reimbursement system while at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He lead similar
research on emergency department services funded by NYS Department of Health); and in leadership
positions in health care administration.
Currently serving as CEO at Ellenville Regional Hospital, Kelley presided over a difficult “turn-around”
situation (including bankruptcy) to leading one of the finest small hospitals in America based on
innovation, quality, outcomes, and operational and financial performance. His “out of the box” approach
and empowerment message created a substantial disruption to many accepted practices. His success lead
to frequent consulting and speaking engagements on topics ranging from fighting the opiate epidemic,
dramatically improving patient outcomes, developing a new hospital information system, and on
“change” leadership.
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